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1. 
Let f(z) = Cz:.e a,~~” be analytic in D, -G {z: ) z 1 < R}, 0 < R < co, 
where h, = 0 and {I\n}zzI is the increasing sequence of positive integers such 
that u,~ # 0. Let M(Y) = max;z!,r !f(z)l , 0 < Y < R. The order p*, type TX, 
lower order X*, and lower type t* off(z) arc defined by 
and 
‘“: = lim sup log+ log+ M(Y) 
A*: Y-~R inf log(R/(R - Y)) (1.1) 
T* = lim sup log-‘- M(r) 
t” r->R inf (R,(R - Y))~* ’ 0 <p* < co. (1.2) 
The functionf(z) is said to be of growth (p *, T*) if the order off(z) does not 
exceed p* and, iff(z) has order p*, the type off(z) does not exceed T”. It is 
known that 
THEOREM A [4]. Let f(z) = ~~=,, a,xAn he analytic in / z ( < 1 with p* > 0 
and A* < p* < p*. Then, 
where g,,,(z) has order less than or equal to p* and h,.(z) = CFzp=, CY,,Z’~. (oL,, + 0 
for all n) satisfies 
1 + )I* 3 (1 .f cc*) kit inf(log &Jlog hm,+,). 
THEOREM B ([3, p. 171; 11). Let f(z) = xz=,, a,& be analytic in D, and 
have order p”, type T*, and lower type t* such that 0 < t* < 6” < R* < 03. 
Then, 
f(z) = g&4 + MG 
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where g&) is of growth (p”, 7’“) and h,.(a) A-. gf=, /3,r3’“.‘, (j& 7’: 0 jar all n) 
satisjies 
Evidently, the above theorems do not cover an important ciass of functions, 
analytic in II, and having order zero. For such functions, in the present paper, 
we obtain results analogous to Theorems A and B. 
IV\;c consider, 
P sup log-i- log’- J!!(r) 
X ..- $2 inf loglog(Xs(R - 7)) 
and 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
The parameters p, A, 7’, and t are called the logarithmic order, lower logarithmic 
order, logarithmic type, and lower logarithmic type respectively, of the function 
f(z) analytic in D, . The functionf(z) is said to bc of logarithmic growth (p, T) 
if the logarithmic order of f(z) does not exceed p and, if f (.z) is of logarithmic 
order p, the logarithmic type off(z) does not exceed T. We prove 
TIIEORm 1. Let j(z) = xc=_;, a,+ be ana@tic in 11, and hnce lqgarithmic 
order p and lozcer logarithmic order X such that h < p < p. Then, 
f(z) =; ~(4 I- h&h 
where g”(z) has logarithmic orda less than or equal to maxi I, !A) and 
({An, n ) is the increasing sequence of positize integers jar whirir b,,” ;:- 0) satisjies 
h ‘2 P lim inf(log log X,,z:‘log log hmn: ,). n .> % 
THEOREM 2. Let f(z) = Cz.=, a,$li be analytic in DR and ha@e logarithmic 
order p (1 < p < CC)), logaritlzmic type T, and Iozyer logarithmic type t such that 
0 < t < 6 < T < x. Then, 
f(z) = g&c) + h&), 
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where gS(z) has logarithmic growth (p, S) alld 
m 
({A,,} is the increasing sequence of positive irrtegersfor which c, n # 0) satisjes 
t 2 6 lim inf(log X,Jog ADn-, JO. ?I ,z 
2. 
We need the following Icmma. 
I,E~KVIA. Letf(z) .= zz.:, a,& be analytic in D, and hate logarithmic order p. 
Theq 
where 
(2.1) 
c’ = iirn-szp 
log’ log ‘-(I a, 1 R”?a) 
log log& . (2.2) 
Further, the logarithmic type 1’ of f(z) is gken by 
T _ lirn sup ‘og’(l an I RATS) .-- 
0% up 
(I <p < 03). (2.3) 72-)30 
Proof. The technique used in proving the lemma is a modification of the 
techniques used by Hasinger [2], Kapoor [3], and Bajpai et al. [I]. Without 
loss of generality, log7 in (2.2) and (2.3) may be replaced by log. 
First, let p < CC and CY > p. Then, by (1.3), for 0 < rol < r < R, we have 
log M(Y) < (log &)7 (2.4) 
Since log(R,/r) < ((Zi - r)/R) (1 $ o(l)) for r sufficiently close to R, the 
inequality 
log(l a, 1 R”“) < log M(r) - A,, log F 
and (2.4) togcthcr give, for r satisfying r. < r < R, 
log(l a, I R’)l) < log x IL>- 
( ! 
LI + j&F’ - r) -R---- (1 -:- o(I)). 
1 r. need not bc S~TX at each occurrence. 
~‘11003c r SLiCh that 
pg LL,‘- : X,(R -- r) -YR -- (2.5) 
so !.iia: the aSwe inequality reduces to 
J:or the \-alucs of I’ sufficiently close to R, it follows ‘5) (2.5) that 
‘L‘hus, (3.6) giws that for all II > no2 
log(! a,, I R”Ti) < (log x,y (I 1 o(1)). 
.I s~rnplc calculation now gives 
1oq’- logy n, 1 HA.) ]im sup -.L---.-.. _--. -_ <. p. 
n-> r. log log A, 
(2.7) is trivially true for p : zz. l’his gives the left-hand side inequality in (2. ! ). 
Kow, to prove the right-hand side inquality p :..: mau(1, CT) in (2.1), it is 
sufficient to consider 11 < x. T,et I,’ >> CT. Then, it follows by (2.2) that for all 
n ‘2 77” )
Set 
1 a,, 1 < R-e”” exp{(log A,,)?. (W 
p(r) := ‘0s ‘oa(!i ‘KdRY)) ‘. . 
log(& log(R:r))-’ 
Then p(r) ---z 0 ds I -* H. Choose 
(2.9) 
IIsing (2.8). WC have 
wllere *-1 IS a nonnegative constant. 
” n, need not be same at each occurrence. 
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First, Ict V > 1. V7e prove that p < V. We have 
Xl < N m;x [exp{(log A,)“} (+-)“‘I . (2.11) 
Let F(Y) E max,6si,{(log s)” + x log(r/‘R)}. The maximum of the right- 
hand side occurs at the point x -2 x0 satisfying 
V(log x)“-1 - x log ; = 0. 
It follows now that, as Y + R, 
F(Y) = /log (log C)-‘/ ” (1 -j- o(1)). 
Thus, in view of (2.9) and (2.11) for the values of Y sufficiently close to R, an 
upper bound of ,X1 is given by 
z; ,< (; log ~)-“~l-“p”” clip I(log (log -+)-‘/” (1 + o(1)). (2.12) 
Now, for n > N(r), 
log An > (1 - VP(Y)) log A* > log (+ log +)-‘. 
Since p(y) is a decreasing function of (4 log(R,/r))-*, for the values of Y suffi- 
ciently close to R, the above inequality gives for all 71 > N(Y) and Y > Y”, 
( 1 
R -l 
- ,lzglI” ““) log An > log (; log ,) . 
72 
Thus, for n > N(Y) and Y > yo, it follows 
/r*== f 
n-N-1 1 
exp(log A,J” (+)An 
(2.13) 
But, since V > 1, we have by (2.9) that 
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where l(r) :- V/[l - V(log log(& log(R!r))-‘Jog(i log(R/r))-:)I. ?‘hc right-hand 
side of the above inequality tends to - 00 as Y + R and so it follows by (2.13) 
that, as r --+ R, 
z; = o(l). (2.14) 
I’sins the cstimatcs (2.10) (2.12), and (2.14) we have, for r,, < r < R, I. 
For I; ;.-, ! ( the above inequality for Y .P Y,, implies 
!og log M(Y) < I’ log log (log ;-I-’ -i- o(l) 
< I/ (log log -$y) (1 - - 0( 1)) j- 0( 1). 
‘I’hus, I) ::.. C:. If 17 .< 1, then, by (2.10) we have 
so that p c-: 1. It follows now that p < max(1, G). This completes the proof of 
(2.1). 
Kow, IV<: pro\x (2.3). By (I .4), f OI a g i\ en t .; 0, wc have, for 0 < Y(, C. r --< R 
log M(Y) < (T -,- E) (log $,-)“. (2.15) 
Son-, proceeding as in the proof of (2.1) it follows that 
(.‘hoosing r such that H!(K - I) =. & , it follows i,y the above inequality that 
log-. (j a, ( I-?“~~) _. 
\im sup . - .-._ --..-.- --.z2 ‘I’, 
n .I (42 h,,)” 
(3.!6) 
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‘To prove the reverse inequality, let 
so that for all R :I ?zO ,
(2.17) 
then g(r) -F 0 as r --z R. Choose 
,\:* - I\‘,@) [ (.; log -F-j-’ :(I -“““] 
SOW, using (2.17), we have 
where L3 is a nonnegative constant. 
xow 
Let PI(r) = maxOdrb ,,{(W -I C) (log x)” -/- .x log(r,H)j. The maximum of the 
right-hand sick occurs at the point .x -’ s,, satisfying 
(IV + E) p(log a)” - x log K; = 0. 
Thus. F,(r) =- (IV -f l ) {log(log(R,‘r))-l}lJ (I +- o(l)), 2s r - Ii, and, for the 
values of r sufficiently close to R, an upper bound of 2; is given b; 
!og A, ) (I -- pq(r)) log A,, ; 1og c-i.- log ..yj !. 
‘.- 
‘I’hus, for II :1> ‘\T1(r) anti Y ,_a I,, , it follows from (2.20) that 
Non. since p L- 1. one can prow analogous to (2.14) thilt 
2; -= o(l). 
Using estimates (2.18), (2.19), and (2.21), we get 
log M(r) <(IV,- c)!og (log ;K-) -* (1 : O(l)) .-!. o(l). 
Combin:ng (2.16) and (2.22), we get (2.3). ‘I’his completes :hc proof 9i :ix 
icmma. 
3. 
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Then, it is easily seen that g=(z) is analytic in D, and by (2.1), the logarithmic 
order p of gU(z) satisfies p1 < max(1, ZJ,) < max(l, CL). Now, set 
where log(l bmn i Pm,) > (log X,,tn)U. 
Let 
~~g(W7nn) Lx CL&% hn,y--l (liL,)> n -= 1, 2,.... 
Thus, for ym, < Y < r,,+, , 
M(Y) > ! ‘in, ( YA”I’ > 1 hnt,*) r$;. 
Therefore, 
Proceeding to limitcs, we get 
log log M(r) 1% log 4m 
x _= liv?>Ff log log(R/(R - Y)) 3 p “$Ff log log A,,,., . 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 
where 
4. 
if log(i a, 1 IF’) < zqlog A$ 
otherwise. 
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By the lemm+ it can be easily seen that g*(z) is anaiytic in II, dnd is 3f growth 
(p, 6). Kow, set 
h,(z) --f(z) - g,(z) = f wp”tA”n, 
n-o 
where iog(i uDn ; l-+“) > S(log A,“)“. 
Let 
H - r, 
-- E log $ : $ (log;~J’-l , 
H 
a ._= 1, 2 ,.... 
n P’n 
If f =, < I < rn 1.1’ then 
log M(Y) > log(l zL’p,z I I+“) - A,,. log .$ 
> log(I u’~,,~ j Pp.) - X,,z !og + 
n 
> q1og A,,)” - p6(log ,$J-.. 
Proceeding to limits, we get 
log M(Y) 
t =%Pf(log(q~ -T)p > ' liT+i?f 
log A1, \ Cl -- ! iigeJ * 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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